Corrections to Property is Theft!
As with any book, some errors were not spotted before publication. This page lists these few
minor mistakes as well as the appropriate corrections. The errors are few and far between and
not that significant.
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Original text
Reid writes as follows:
Scotch
Buchanan—a commentator on Smith
propriet or
“[in proportion
to pronounce the dissolution of
society
than monopoly in the definition of
society:
This is what Kant, as well as Reid
imperative mandate [mandate
impertif]
generated by ownship
has them constantly harking back the
past?
Martin Walker (Chapters VI and
XVIII)
newspaper sellers,
They admit that it is not a question of
the seizure and division of property,
or even of its repurchase.
An across-the-board buyback
The French word translated here as
“buy back” and “buyback,” rachat,
can also
The State is the external constitution
of the social power
14th December 1849

New text
[Thomas] Reid writes as follows:
Scottish
[David] Buchanan—a commentator on Smith
proprietor
“[i]n proportion
to pronounce the dissolution of the company

Letter to Pierre Leroux
and abolition of the man’s
government
the Product of Capital
Jacobins, Girondists,ists, Terrorists,
Indulgents,
working for an owner who pays them
Worship — Nothing.
convert them into corporations but

To Pierre Leroux
and abolition of man’s government

than monopoly in the definition of the
company:
This is what Kant, as well as [Thomas] Reid
imperative mandate [mandat impertif]
generated by ownership
has them constantly harking back to the past?
Martin Walker (Chapters VI, XIV and XVIII)
newspaper sellers,
They admit that it is not a question of the
seizure and division of property, or even of its
buy back.
An across-the-board buy back
The French word translated here as “buy
back,” rachat, can also
The State is the EXTERNAL constitution of
the social power
La Voix du Peuple13th December 1849

the Profit of Capital
Jacobins, Girondists, Mountainists, Terrorists,
Indulgents
working for an entrepreneur who pays them
Worship — Nothing.
convert them into private stock companies but

